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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
This issue contains the complete Survey of Illinois Law for the year 1945-
1946, the eighth of such annual surveys which we have published since
commencing this task in 1938. Our efforts to keep the Illinois lawyer more
and more completely informed concerning developments and changes in the
law of this state have resulted in an increase in the size of each annual
report.
In prior years, we have published the survey in consecutive parts so as to
be able to preserve our customary format. Some of our readers have re-
quested that we publish the survey in one complete issue. We are glad to
comply with these requests.
It becomes necessary, however, to deviate from our regular policy of pro-
viding prompt comment on the most recent decisions and trends, as space will
not permit of the treatment of both the survey and such matters in one issue.
The other sections of the CHICAGo-KENT LAW REVIEW are necessarily held
over, but will appear in their usual places in the subsequent issues of this
volume.
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